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ABSTRACT
Deformation monitoring of the “VALSAMIOTIS” dam in Chania, Crete, Greece is carried out by GNSS geodetic
surveying in combination with total geodetic station monitoring. A central monitoring site, near the dam, has
been established with absolute and permanent GNSS site coordinates, as well as with a number of selected
reference geodetic control points around the dam. Geodetic coordinates for these reference markers have
been determined in an absolute way, with respect to the center of mass of the earth and thus not influenced
by local effects.
To establish a continuous, homogeneous and reliable system for this dam deformation monitoring and to
ensure dam stability and safety, uncertainties arising from each essential geodetic constituent in observations,
instruments and processing have to be identified and carefully dissected. The main steps involved in this
standardization process are presented along with the overall uncertainty of the monitoring system. This work
will provide a roadmap following internationally agreed standards to (1) support accuracy in scientific and
monitoring data we produce and evaluate, (2) to provide accurate information presented to the public when
critical values have been reached, and finally (3) to help make the right decisions, and put into action the right
policies for large project deformation monitoring. Ways to express uncertainty will be given to meet the
guidelines of the Bureau International des Poids et Measures.

I. INTRODUCTION
For more than 5,000 years, dams have been
constructed primarily to store water, maintain water
table on islands, and change flow of rivers, among
others. According to the International Commission on
Large Dams, there are more than 59,000 dams at
present that support irrigation, hydropower, water
supply and flood control (World Register of Dams,
2018). Besides the benefits dam bring along to society,
a few drawbacks might come out as well. These could
include, for example, impact on biodiversity and the
environment, relocation of local population and risk of
dam failure. (Boye & de Vivo, 2016). The most
frequent causes of dam failures are water spilling over
its top, foundation defects with settlement and slope
instabilities, cracking, piping (internal erosion caused
by seepage) and inadequate maintenance and upkeep
(Association of State Dam Safety Officials, 2019). For
example, instability of reservoir slopes caused a 125m
high wave over the Vaiont dam in Italy resulting in the
death of 2600 people in 1963.
Dam failures may cause human fatalities,
infrastructure damage, land loss, permanent or
temporary evacuations and extreme economic losses
at local and national levels. Historic dam failures
around the world have, on the other hand, contributed
to the development of several dam safety programs. In
this vein, surface movements and deformations in

dam’s body, but also in its surrounding slopes are
regularly and continuously monitored in any dam
safety program (Williamson, 2015).
To keep up safety and evaluate performance of any
type of dams (i.e., embankment, concrete, masonry,
etc.), several fundamental physical parameters need to
be reliably and continuously monitored. These could
be pore and uplift pressures, water level and flow,
seepage flow, seismic activity, stress and strain,
weather and precipitation, displacements and
deformations (Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality, 2006).
In dam safety, deformation is divided into surface,
internal and joint and crack monitoring. Surface
deformation is the horizontal or vertical change in
position of a point on a dam’s body with respect to
reference and fixed points. When deformation is
detected in relation to some point on the structure or
in the foundation of it, then internal movement may
have occurred. Finally, joint and crack monitoring
refers to relative horizontal or vertical displacement
between two parts of a dam structure (Central Dam
Safety Organization, 2018).
Geodetic and surveying monitoring has been
extensively applied at large dams to provide warnings
on surface deformations. Yet, there has not been an
internationally agreed strategy for dam deformation
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monitoringg which is based
b
upon undisputable and
reliable meetrology stand
dards. Alterna
atively, there exist
guidelines and recommendationss published by
c
of deesign,
regional aand national entities in charge
operation and mainten
nance of largge dams, succh as
orps of Enginneers
those provvided by thee US Army Co
(2018).
This worrk provides att first a descrription of geoodetic
techniquess and instru
uments for dam
d
deformaation
monitoringg (Section 2). Then, it presents the
“VALSAMIO
OTIS” dam in
n Crete, Gree
ece along witth its
current deeformation monitoring.
m
Fin
nally, it addreesses
and promo
otes a roadm
map for the establishment
e
of a
continuouss, homogen
neous and reliable su rface
deformatio
on monitoring for dam sa
afety and staability
based up
pon SI‐traceeable (Systèm
me Internattional
d'Unités) rresults, along with
w uncertainty budgets.

II. GEODEETIC MONITO
ORING OF DA
AMS
Large structures such
h as dams are
e subject to sshort
m (annual/deccadal)
(daily/weeekly/monthly) or long‐term
horizontal and vertical displacementts in a relativee but
orizontal su rface
also in an absolutee sense. Ho
ons are usually observed as baseline offfsets,
deformatio
as a function of time, between refe
erence pointss and
ontrol points established on the dam.. The
several co
same con
ntrol points are common
nly used als o to
monitor veertical surface movements through prrecise
leveling. N
Nowadays, mo
odern geodetiic techniques with
terrestrial laser scanners, grou
und‐based rradar
metry, close‐range photo
ogrammetry, and
interferom
others enaable accurate monitoring of
o the entire area
and the bo
ody of a dam without
w
usingg a limited num
mber
of control points. A reviiew of geodettic techniquess and
S
et al.(22018)
associated sensors can be found in Scaioni
T type of dam,
d
the levvel of
and Mertikas (2016). The
movement and the desired accuracy reg ulate
potential m
and lead to the method
d and instrum
mentation whiich is
nt monitoringg.
to be employed for surfface movemen

liness along the cre
est of the dam
m, while refere
ence points
are established at the ends of these lines (Fig. 1).
wever, this lay
yout cannot bbe implemented in arch
How
dam
ms, where the reference pooints must be placed in a
stab
ble area outsid
de the dam creest.
Trrigonometric principles of triangles form
mulated by
the reference an
nd control ppoints are em
mployed to
ordinates of points on a dam using
solve for the coo
er triangulation or trilaterration. In both
h methods,
eithe
the distance and height differeence between
n reference
nts has to be known with millimeter accuracy.
a
In
poin
trian
ngulation, the
e angle betweeen a control point and
two reference po
oints is dete rmined. In trrilateration,
etween referrence pointss and the
the distance be
nown control point iss measured.. Distance
unkn
meaasurements arre regularly m
more precise than angles.
Thuss, trilateration
n is more accuurate than triangulation.
Distaances are ussually measu red with tottal stations
(rob
botic or not; with automaated target recognition
funcctionality or not, etc.) which carry electronic
distaance measurin
ng equipmentt.
Global Navigation Satellite Sy
Systems (GNSSS) antennas
d to provide
placed on top of a dam have beeen also used
ee‐dimensiona
al positioninng of control points
thre
(Barrzaghi, Cazzan
niga, De Gaettani, Pinto, & Tornatore,
2018
8). The selecction of the GNSS data processing
tech
hnique (i.e., Precise
P
Point Positioning, Differential
Positioning, etc.) regulates andd controls the
e produced
uracy of the GNSS‐derived ssurface movement.
accu
Th
he frequency on
o which meaasurements arre made for
defo
ormation mo
onitoring coonstitute another key
paraameter for the
e selection off the geodeticc technique
to be
b employed. This parameeter is define
ed at each
mon
nitoring progra
am adhering tto respective regulations
for dam safety. Current praactices includ
de periodic
el on, for
meaasurements by specializeed personne
exam
mple, monthly basis andd that beco
omes more
frequent (i.e., daily) when dispplacements arre observed
e
prede
efined safety thresholds. Automated
to exceed
syste
ems may also
o be engagedd to provide continuous
meaasurements fo
or surface defoormation.
Th
here is no single solutiion for dam
m geodetic
mon
nitoring that fits all cases . The most appropriate
a
method or com
mbination off methods has
h
to be
ermined for each
e
specific ddam taking in
nto account
dete
requ
uirements for its safety tha t accompanie
es its design
and its construction.

Figure 1:: Example of good
g
distributio
on of referencee and
target pointts for geodetic deformation
d
mo
onitoring of conncrete
dams.

The distrribution of co
ontrol and refe
erence pointss also
affects thee accuracy of the employe
ed geodetic suurvey
and depen
nds upon thee type of the
e structure tto be
monitored
d. For examplee, in embankm
ment and conccrete
dams, control points arre often place
ed in one or m
more

ut how is the “most
“
approppriate” method selected?
Bu
A de
etailed error budget
b
analys is must be carried out to
defin
ne objectivelly the overaall uncertaintty of each
cand
didate metho
od selected for monitoring. In the
follo
owing Section, such a qualitative analysis is
provvided.
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III. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR DEFORMATION
MONITORING
In order to establish a continuous, homogeneous
and reliable system for dam deformation monitoring
and to ensure dam stability and safety, uncertainties
arising from each essential geodetic constituent in
instrumentation, observations and processing have to
be identified and carefully scrutinized and evaluated.
In the following sections the major components for
this standardization are given (US Army Corps of
Engineers, 2018).
A. Definition of benchmark monitoring parameter
Surface movement is monitored by measuring
changes in distance between control points on the
dam surface and reference points in its vicinity. This is
true when using either total stations, EDM, or GNSS
instruments. In the latter, the baseline length between
the reference GNSS station and the control stations
operating on the dam is actually what is determined
and evaluated.
The selection of the appropriate instrument to
measure surface deformation must be based on the
rate at which a failure is expected to develop, the
vulnerability of equipment on site conditions
(outdoors exposure, weather, etc.), and the available
resources. Besides the cost, the simplicity in operation,
reliability, durability, longevity, precision, accuracy and
performance history of each instrument type and
make should be also taken into consideration.
B. Define number, location of reference points
The points on the structure where maximum
deformations are expected shall guide the monitoring
strategy. The spatial distribution of these points should
cover the entire structure but they should also be
extended to stable regions and outside of the
monitoring area. The reference network must consist
of stations located at both ends of a dam, along its
longitudinal axis and either upstream or downstream
from it. At least 4 to 6 reference points must be
established for horizontal and vertical control.
C. Instrumentation Characterization and Calibration
Instruments selected for monitoring need to be
characterized and calibrated in specialized labs and in
the field, before their final deployment. Instruments
are accompanied with certificates by their
manufacturers for their measuring accuracy. These
should be considered in the characterization process,
along with reference books and values, previous
experience, standards, etc.
Uncertainty in distance measurements for total
stations is commonly expressed as an absolute value
plus a variable (scale error) that depends on the length
of the measuring distance. Reference points out of
which instruments and prisms measure to determine

distance may change with time. Also, GNSS
observations produce uncertainties associated with
the baseline length and satellite geometry. These
should be inspected and checked regularly.
Offsets between the measurement point and the
true reflection point on the prism, or the electronic
phase center of a GNSS antenna are provided by
manufacturers. These offsets are usually determined
for a large number of prisms and GNSS antennas. Thus,
they are not exact offsets for the instruments
employed for monitoring. This implies that the actual
distance and or baseline observations may slightly
differ from the true value. Offsets are to be calibrated
again before deployment.
Traceability on the exact configuration of these pairs
and the distance/baseline measurements has to be
secured. In such case, the introduction of a correction
coefficient in measurements obtained with a different
configuration will be possible.
The ISO 17123 standard defines field procedures for
testing geodetic and surveying instruments, like EDM
measurements to reflectors (Part 4), total stations
(Part 5), GNSS field measurement systems in real‐time
kinematic (Part 8) and terrestrial laser scanners (Part
9). The measurement procedures prescribed in ISO
17123 aim at qualifying the precision and performance
of the geodetic instrument and whether they are in
agreement with their proper operating condition
(Martin, 2008).
D. Error Constituents in Deformation Monitoring
Geodetic observations conducted by either total
stations or GNSS are subject to errors. These errors
may be divided to systematic and random.
Let us take the distance measurement using a light
wave carrier EDM instrument. The systematic errors
involve the EDM/prism zero error, the scale error, the
signal refraction error and the EDM cyclic error.
Random errors sources are pointing, centering,
levelling and reading.
The uncertainty (σ) for distance (S) measurements
made with EDM instruments may be expressed as an
independent sum of individual error contributions:
(1)

where: σres is the instrument resolution provided by
the manufacturer, σcen is the centering error caused
when the vertical axis of the instrument and the target
is not coincident with the reference mark on the
control point monument, σcal is the residual error after
instrument calibration and σref is the refraction
correction error.
The atmospheric refraction error influences both the
EDM and GNSS distance measurements. Changes in
temperature, humidity and barometric pressure that
have not been appropriately modeled may cause
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additional errors due to varying
propagation of electromagnetic waves.

velocity

of

By the same token, the overall uncertainty in GNSS
deformation monitoring may be expressed as (all
terms as distance error):
where σsat is the GNSS satellite induced uncertainties
(clock bias, orbital errors, etc.), σatm corresponds to the
atmospheric delay uncertainties, σatm refers to site
dependent uncertainties, such as multipath
reflections, satellite visibility, etc., σrec are the GNSS
receiver uncertainties (clock bias, thermal noise,
antenna phase center offsets, etc.) and σpro are the
uncertainties associated with GNSS processing.
E. Uncertainty budget estimation
To evaluate uncertainty for the SI‐traceable geodetic
measurements in dam deformation monitoring, we
have no means to revert each measuring generation
mechanism to the absolute reference for the SI units
[i.e., the speed of light, atomic time] for establishing all
subsequent monitoring observations and their
uncertainty.
We have to rely on a collection of information for
calibrating instruments, such as: (1) previous
measurement data, (2) experience with or general
knowledge of the behavior and properties of relevant
instruments, (3) manufacturer’s specifications, (4)
previous calibration or other certificates, and (5)
uncertainties assigned to reference data taken from
external sources, handbooks, etc.
In the sequel, we would conduct an exhaustive
statistical investigation of every conceivable cause of
uncertainty in the process of dam deformation
monitoring, for example, by using different makes and
kinds of instruments, diverse methods of
measurements, various measuring procedures, and
differing
approximations
and
environmental
conditions. The uncertainties associated with all of
these contributions to distance measurement, for
example, could be evaluated by a statistical
investigation of series of observations and the
uncertainty of each cause could be characterized by its
measure of location (mean, median, etc.) and its
measure of scale (i.e., standard deviation, range, bi‐
weight, quartile range, etc.).
The observations and measuring procedures
followed to estimate the uncertainty in, for example,
distance measurement in the field must be tied with
fundamental metrology standards as far as possible.
The procedures described in the “ISO 17123
Standard” assess uncertainty of the final result but not
of the each and independent contributions
(components) of uncertainty. This may be sufficient for
the dam monitoring operators. Nevertheless, other

approaches may be followed to evaluate uncertainty
for each uncertainty constituent. For example, a field
procedure for assessing centering errors is proposed
by Garcia‐Balboa et al. (2018). Along these lines, best
practices tailored for efficient dam monitoring with
geodetic instruments along with uncertainty budget
estimation are given in (US Army Corps of Engineers,
2018).
F. Data Management, Archival and Documentation
The collection of reliable data is crucial in any
monitoring program for dam safety. These data have
to be collected, archived, analyzed and evaluated in a
secure and timely manner. Each measuring parameter
shall be reported and stored in a database following a
consistent format that will permit, preferably,
automatic processing and determination of surface
deformation results. Coefficients, calibration and
characterization offsets, environmental conditions,
and weights applied to estimate monitoring, as well as
the way how these are to be traced shall be retained in
the database.
Also, equipment observations and measurements
shall be time‐tagged using the same time reference
(e.g., UTC time). The GNSS system time is proposed to
be used for time tagging all observations in a uniform
manner. The following Section presents a working
example for uncertainty estimation for the
“VALSAMIOTIS” Dam in Chania, Crete, Greece.

IV. THE VALSAMIOTIS DAM
The “Valsamiotis” dam is located [Lat:
35°26'30.12"N, Lon: 23°53'13.01"E] in the mainland of
Crete, about 15km south‐west of the city of Chania.
Construction works for it were completed in 2014. It
stores water as of 2014 primarily for irrigation. Table 1
presents technical and engineering characteristics of it.
This is a gravity dam built with Roller‐compacted
concrete (RCC). The RCC is a composite construction
material with no‐slump consistency in its unhardened
state, meaning that this RCC concrete is very dry. The
main advantages of RCC type dams versus
conventional gravity dams is speed of construction,
better workability, and low price per unit of RCC
material (MEKA, 2019).
Table 1. “Valsamiotis” Dam characteristics

Characteristic
Owner
Purpose
Height [m]
Length [m]
Crest height above
mean sea level
Reservoir Capacity

Value
Organization for the
Development of Crete S.A.
Irrigation
67.5 m
335 m
+190.20 m
6 ×106 [m3]

The dam operator is obliged by the Greek National
Law to design and implement a monitoring program
for dam safety. This program defines the type,
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procedures and observvation timeliness for effiicient
ntal observattions.
monitoringg with speciffic instrumen
Deformatio
on monitoring of the “Va
alsamiotis” daam is
accomplish
hed by a series of multi‐discipl inary
instrumentts, such as direct and invverted pendullums,
settlementt gauges, thrree‐dimension
nal crack meeters,
joint meters, borehole extensometer
e
rs, etc.
i also carried out for horizoontal
Geodeticc monitoring is
and verrtical deformation mo
onitoring. TThirty
permanentt control benchmarks exist on the ddam’s
crest to ssupport spiritt leveling to monitor ve rtical
displacemeent. The fundamental be
enchmark of each
such levelling survey is a secure point
p
with knnown
bove mean sea level, placed
p
on sttable
height ab
bedrock.
on has been monitored w
with a
Horizonttal deformatio
robotic to
otal station (Leica TS15A
A) that suppports
automatic prism reco
ognition. The
e manufactuurer’s
ons claim for
f
an unce
ertainty in aangle
specificatio
measurem
ment of ±0
0.3mgon, display resoluution
0.1mgon, aand a standarrd uncertaintyy (68% probabbility)
in distancee measuremeent 1mm ± 1.5ppm with pprism
(Leica Geeosystems AG,
A
2015). Four permaanent
geodetic p
pillars have been installed around the dam:
Two refereence ones (R
REF1 & REF2) in the abutm
ment,
one upstream (REF3), and one (REF4) downstrream
(Fig. 2).

Figure 2:: Location of reference
r
pillarrs for monitoriing in
“Valsamiotiis” dam.

Six perm
manent markin
ng bolts have been installeed on
the crest o
of the dam to
o host monitoring prisms d uring
a geodetic survey (Fig. 3).
3

Figure 3:: Two of the permanent
p
geod
detice bolts insstalled
on the creest that servee as target points
p
for geoodetic
deformationn monitoring.

Evvery month, an
a operationaal procedure is followed
for monitoring
m
de
eformation off this dam using all these
conttrol and refere
ence points annd ties.
Ob
bservations are
a then archhived and evvaluated by
engiineers responsible for this ddam safety. According
A
to
their evaluation procedures, a suspicious incident is
wo successive distance mea
asurements
declared when tw
he same pair of total statiion and prism
m exceeds a
of th
speccific threshold. The sam
me holds true for any
depaarture above a certain valuue for the orientation of
a ge
eodetic baseline. A combinned evaluatio
on of these
geod
detic results along with ggeotechnical instrument
dataa records is carried outt to conclude whether
surfaace deformattion has happpened. In that case, and
depe
ending on the magnitudde and natu
ure of the
obse
erved movement, densificaation of measu
urements is
carried out both in time and in space (more control
nts are observed).
poin
A drawback of this proocedure is that each
nitoring instru
ument (geod etic, geotech
hnical, etc.)
mon
realiizes its own re
eference systeem. This implies that it is
not easy to directly and quantitativelyy compare
m
by diverse insttruments if
displacements monitored
theyy do not reffer to the saame reference system.
How
wever, as dem
monstrated in Barzaghi et. al., (2018),
each
h pendulum on a dam realizes its own local
reference system
m. Dedicated analysis is needed to
ne rotation angles and sscale factors to permit
defin
crosss‐comparison
n of the penddulum and GN
NSS‐derived
defo
ormation results.
Table
e 2. Uncertainty Budget
B
Analysis foor the “Valsamiotis” Dam
Consttituent
Variancee
Source
Slope
e distance
±1.75 mm
m
(Leica, 2015), Dist = 500m
Horizzontal angle
±0.24 mm
m
(Leica, 2015), Dist = 500m
Cente
ering error
±0.50 mm
m
Garcia et al., (2018)
m
Wang et. al, (2015)
Autom
matic Target
±0.68 mm
Recoggnition
m
Haas et. al.,
Monu
ument Stability
±0.15 mm
a (2012)
Atmo
ospheric correctio
on
±0.15 mm
m
(Leica, 2015), Dist = 500m,,
RH=60%
±10.00 m
Unaccounted effects
mm
eatability, scale errror,
(repe
indexx error, survey
meth
hod, processing, etc.)
e
Assuming
Stand
dard Uncertainty
13.47 m m
g normal
distributio
on
Comb
bined Uncertainty
y
10.19 m m
Square ro
oot of sum of
standard uncertainties

t surface
Taable 2 presents a working example of the
defo
ormation uncertainty ass carried ou
ut at the
“Valsamiotis” dam
m. The guidellines followed
d are those
B
Inter national dess Poids et
given by the Bureau
M, 2008). Thhis analysis cannot be
Meaasures (BIPM
conssidered comp
plete as yet bbut it is presented here
pure
ely for demo
onstration. FFurther workk must be
perfformed to conclude on thhe overall unccertainty in
geod
detic deforma
ation monitorring for this dam based
on the
t strategy of
o Fiducial Reeference Mea
asurements
(FRM
M) (Mertikas et
e al., 2019).
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As a firsst step towaards this FRM
M effort, absoolute
coordinatees of the reference pillar
p
have been
calculated with respectt to the cente
er of the ma ss of
the Earth.. Because off security, power supply and
environmeental protecttion issues, it has not been
possible to
o establish a continuouslyy operating G
GNSS
reference station at this
t
dam. Ass a consequeence,
GNSS campaiggns are sched
duled on a ssemi‐
periodic G
annual bassis in collaboraation with the
e dam operatoor.
Absolutee coordinatees for the position of the
fundamenttal reference pillar of the
e dam have been
determined by GNSS static
s
relative
e positioning and
nent GNSS staation
with respeect to the “TUC2” perman
installed in
nside the cam
mpus of the Te
echnical Univeersity
of Crete, G
Greece. This GNSS
G
site hass been part oof the
European Reference Frame
F
(EUREF) network since
d control ppoints
2004. Geeodetic bencchmarks and
established
d by the Hellenic
H
Milittary Geograpphical
Agency (GYYS) in the vicin
nity of the dam have been used
in this invvestigation as well. All in all, the piillar’s
coordinatees of the fun
ndamental reference poinnt for
monitoringg the “Valsamiotis” dam have been
detrmined to be: Lat:
L
35°26'2
22.42884"N, Lon:
WGS‐
23°53'13.774520"E, Ellipssoidal Height: 228.408 m (W
84 Referen
nce System).
Addition
nally, kinemattic GNSS positioning has been
performed
d for 3 days an
nd on the refe
erence pillar oof the
dam. Resu
ults indicated that the pillar’s displacem
ment
lie within the limits of this GNSS prrocessing for such
m campaignss. Uncertainties have been
short‐term
determined to be ± 9 mm for horizzontal coordinnates
mm for heightss (Fig. 4).
and ±27 m

Figure 4:: Two of the perrmanent contro
ol points installled on
the Valsam
miotis dam cresst that serve as
a target pointts for
geodetic defformation moniitoring.

V. CO
ONCLUSIONSS
Structuraal deformation when monitoring
m
ddams
involve prrecise observvations with delicate geoodetic
and geottechnical in
nstrumentation. The foormer
measures tthe external deformation
d
and
a away from
m the
structure o
of the dam, whereas
w
the latter instrum
ments
are commonly installed
d inside the structure and thus
estimate itts inner deformation.
In this work, variou
us sources of
o uncertaintty in
monitoring techniques for dam deformaation
geodetic m

e been iden
ntified. The need to esttimate the
have
asso
ociated unccertainty foor each constituent
conttributing unce
ertainty to thee final monito
oring results
has been stresse
ed and also recommende
ed that the
duced uncertainties and oobservations have to be
prod
conn
nected to internationallyy agreed metrological
m
stan
ndards (i.e., speed
s
of lighht, atomic time). Also,
geod
detic and geo
otechnical ob servations must be tied
to a common re
eference systeem and time
e to permit
their integrated evaluation.
e
he following approach is recommended for
Th
efficcient geodetic structural deeformation mo
onitoring:
Step 1: Define the measuurand (i.e., monitoring
distaance) to be observed; iits maximum
m expected
displacement and
d the associaated requirem
ment for its
ertainty.
Th
his
monitooring
uncerrtainty
is
unce
reco
ommended, fo
or example, tto be one fourth of the
maxximum expeccted displaceement (95% probability
level) (US Army Corps of Engineeers, 2018).
mentation based
b
on
Step 2: Select instrum
perfformance, reliiability, accurracy, precision
n, cost, etc.
Plan
n and design the observattional scheme (quantity
and location off instrumentts, geodetic technique,
matting and reporting, thhreshold to issue
i
alert,
form
etc.)). Prefer usiing instrumeents employing diverse
meaasuring principles (i.e., tottal station & GNSS) to
redu
uce uncertain
nty and impprove redundancy and
reliaability of observations. Beenefit from global
g
best‐
pracctices for the specific dam
m type and adapt
a
them
acco
ordingly in you
ur design.
Step 3: Define sources of uncerttainty per
instrrument, me
ethod, proccessing, ob
bservational
strattegy and esttimate (theorretically) the respective
overrall uncertaintty (Type B unccertainty). Co
onnect each
com
mponent of un
ncertainty andd its contribu
ution to the
finall uncertainty for monitorring. If the uncertainty
exce
eeds requirem
ments (Step 1)), then modifyy the design
and//or instrume
entation (Steep 2) and re‐estimate
overrall uncertaintty.
Step 4: Characcterize and ccalibrate all instruments
befo
ore their dep
ployment in tthe field. Confirm their
perfformance based on, for exxample, ISO 17123 field
proccedures or ada
apt them to siite’s particula
arities.
Step 5: Estim
mate Type A uncertainty (real‐life
obse
ervations) an
nd Type B (ttheoretical or
o previous
know
wledge) uncertainty and t he respective
e combined
unce
ertainty.
Step 6: Arcchive measuurement
unce
ertainties base
ed on Step 2.

an
nd

report

Step 7: Geode
etic‐derived ddisplacements must be
com
mbined, conn
nected and evaluated with
w
other
displacement sensors. Uncerrtainty of ea
ach sensor
musst be reported.
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Step 8: Modify the geodetic monitoring scheme
(Step 2) if needed to locate and investigate any source
of displacement. Update uncertainty budget analysis
accordingly.
This proposed roadmap (1) supports trustworthiness
in scientific and monitoring data we produce and
evaluate by expressing uncertainties following BIPM
and FRM guidelines, (2) provides reliable information
to dam operators and the Public for safety, and (3)
helps us make the right decisions, and put into action
the right policies for structural deformation monitoring
of large structures.
A working example has been given on how
uncertainty for each error contributors is estimated. A
case has been presented for the “Valsamiotis” dam in
west Crete, Greece.
Redesign of current practices in geodetic monitoring
of the “Valsamiotis” dam is highly recommended. This
is because this preliminary analysis demonstrated that
the overall uncertainty may be significantly reduced if
an improved monitoring scheme is selected.
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